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Historic Room to Become Office
In a move which has aroused vocal opposition from students and faculty members, the Office of the
President has begun the conversion of the Historic Philodemic Society Room into additional office space.
The Philodemic Society claims to be the oldest debating society in America, a tradition Which has
continued alI the way up to last year's national championship team. The Philodemic Room was settled in the
North Pavillion of Second Healy at the turn of the century, when the President's Office was where Father
Kelley's is today, and when the current President's office served as a museum.
Assistant to the President Charles Meng justifies the move on the basis of an expanded staff in the
President's Office and the crowding which has been alleged to exist in the office for several years. He specified
that "there will be no damage to the woodwork or the interior design of the room."
Other reactions characterized the move as "saddening,' "vandalizing," "disgraceful," "quite unfortunate,"
"shocking," and, of course,"no comment." To find out· who said what, see page 7.

by Zac Casey
With a surprising lack of student
resistance President Healy has passed
a new SLPC Constitution, which in
some circles has been termed "a
slap in the
face for last year's
hearings. "
Previously all suggestions submitted to the President had to be vetoed
within 30 days or they became
Campus Policy. Under the new
Constitution the academic affairs VP
has
15 days to take action on
proposals, or give reason for the
delay.
De fendi ng
the
University's
position on the new constitution VP
for academic affairs Rev. Aloysius
Kelley said, "The Committee has
always been one of a strictly
advisory nature. By eliminating the
30 day deadline for Presidential
action we have not taken power
away from the committee; we have
merely given the administration more
time to consider the suggestions."
Father Kelley went on to explain
that the old system was set up in
such a way as to "invite or trigger
vetoes, regardless of the merit of the
suggestion."" A University Administration," he added, " needs
more time to establish sound campus
policy."

grant the President more time if it committee's credibility is measured
was needed, but considering the by the number of its suggestions that
extensive research done by the become policy, not by the amount
Committee on both sides of the that are vetoed."
issues there should be no reason for a
Student member of the SLPC
long delay."
Mary O'Donnell disagreed with Kel·
The fate of the three Committee, ley about credibility. "I know that
suggestions which were conceived in the power taken from us was mostly
the volatile Spring hearings, concern- symbolic," remarked Ms. O'Donnell
ing the relinquishing of stipends for "but after this I don't think many
second year R.A.'s, the retention of studen ts will take us seriously."
Resident Directors, and the closer
Sneck said "I really don't think
cooperation of Maintenance and the students of the Seventies are
Housekeeping are still undecided and concerned with having power on
rest on the shal,ey future of this campus," he remarked. "They're
body.
more concerned with grades and
Acting SLPC Chainnan Rev. academics."
William Sneck S.J., did, however,
express a slight gleam of hope about
ending the stipends for second year
R.A.'s in the fall of '78, and said that
he
thought
the
Maintenance!
Housekeeping proposal would go
through. He quipped, "Let's face it a
lot of the horseshit placed on
Residence Life last Spring, really
belonged on Maintenance."
Father Kelley, however, was less
optimistic concerning adoption of
the proposals. He did say that he had
put out feelers concerning the
suggestions, and was now waiting for
a response.
When asked if he though t removal
SLPC member, 'Tom Delaney of the thirty day clause would derefuted Kelley's claims saying, "The stroy the committee's credibility Acting Chairman
Kelley responded, "Definitely not, a liam Sneck
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Consortium to B/_ttle D.C.;
Opposes Tax-Status Shift
by Charles Pekow
The Washington Consortium of
Universities has laun~hed a campaign
to defeat two bills presently before
the DC City Council that threaten to
alter the schools' tax exempt status,
bills which University Treasurer
George Houston says could cost
Georgetown over $1 million a year.
Both bills were introduced last
spring. The first, known as the "real
Property Tax Exemption Act of
1977," was introduced by Councilman David Clarke. It would give the
DC mayor the authority to determine all exemptions to the DC
property tax.
Councilmember Arrington Dixon
introduced the second bill, called the
"Tax Exempt Properties City Services Fee Act of 1977." It calls for
owners of tax exempt properties to
pay a fee to the DC government to
cover the cost of city services such as
police and fire protection, and
would give the mayor authority to
determine the level of this fee.
The bills were referred to the
Council Committee on Finance and
Revenue, bu the committee is waiting for a report from the Council Tax
Revision Commission before it acts
on the Bills. Tax Commission Staff
Administrator Margaret Moore said
that she expects to have the report
completed and presented to the
Council sometime in October.
Consortium Executive Director
John Whalen said he plans to testify
against the bills when they are
discussed at public hearings. He said
an effort to remove or alter school

and Chuck Arian
tax exemptions is made every year.
"Our' contribution not only ~o
higher education, but to the financial
welfare of the District should exempt
. us from paying taxes," Whalen
stated.President Timothy Healy ex·
:pressed fear about the effect of such
taxes.
(Continued on page 2)

Students Versus Kissinger
Ex-Diplomat Under Fire

by Doug Schoppert
Georgetown University Students
Opposed to the Appointment of
Kissinger (SOAK) began their .«ampaign this week to deny the exSecretary of State his position on the
Georgetown faculty.
Members of SOAK distributed a
t" ..... ,
notice to students, faculty and staff
~.-.
yesterday which calls for their
~.,~
support in a petition drive aimed at
Student reaction to Henry Kissinger's appointment still rages on.
re-opening the ex·Secretary of State's
hiring as a full time GU professor
Spokesmen for SOAK's coordinating committee commented
that they hoped the notice would stir
the formation of student and faculty
groups which would aid in the
petition drive.
"We oppose the Kissinger appointby Greg Kitsock
by students OPPOSing Kissinger's
Lecture Series have the right to
,Georgetown's controversial pro- appointment here. The CSIS official
review videotapes of their speeches ment" a spokesman for SOAK said.
fessor Dr. Henry Kissinger has drawn said Kissinger wanted to view the
and "do with them what they want." "The administration's appointment
flack from library offici~s for failing film out of "curiosity-not everyone
Kissinger, however, is the first of Kissinger condones and legitimizes
to return a videotape of one of his gets a chance to see himself on
speaker actually to exercise this his past conduct as Secretary of State
and National Security Advisor."
lectures which he borrowed from the videotape. "
right, Deibel added.
The source added that Kissinger,
The SOAK representative went on
library last May.
Commenting
on' Kissinger's to say that no set timetable had been
The videotape, of the Inter- because of his busy schedule, has not
alleged lack of availability to stu- established for the circulation of the
dependence Lecture delivered by yet had time to view the film, but
dents, the eSIS employee said the
petition because "we want to see
Kissinger May 8, was made at the will return it unedited in the
media were barred from several of what the response to this (notice) is
request of SFS Professor Terry "not-tao-distant future."
Kissinger's lectures last semester
Deibel for students enrolled in the
Kissinger's contract with NBC, because of fear that press and media first." He added that the petition
Interdependence Seminar. Although which gives the network exclusive
would be directed at administrators
coverage would turn a "scholarly
the library's audiovisual department rights to film him, has nothing to do
"on second Healy" and not at the
event into a circus." The decision to School of Foreign Service or Kis·
has asked several times when the film with his retention of the videotape,
bar the media, he added, was arrived singer personally.
will be returned, Kissinger's office the CSIS source alleged. The NBC
at jointly by Kissinger, the Foreign
The offices of University Presihas yet to reply, AV employees said.
contract, he told The HOYA, applies Service School and the University
dent Timothy Healy and Academic
When contacted by The HOY A, a only to commercial films.
administration.
Vice President AlOYSIUS Kelley are
spokesman for GU's Center for
Strategic and International Studies
In an interview with The HOY A,
As
University
Professor of located on second Healy.
(where Kissinger is employed) denied SFS Prof. Deibel termed the sit- Diplomacy, KiSSinger will teach a
A spokesman for Healy noted that
that the film has been "confiscated," uation "no major problem." He said course in Contemporary Diplomacy "the University has signed a contract
as charged in last week's Law Weekly all speakers in the Interdependence during the spring semester.
with him (Kissinger)" but added that

,Kissinger's Failure.to Return
Videotape Sparks Controversy

Healy "will listen to the petition"
when it is presented. The spokesman
Fefused to comment when asked.if
the University's hiring of Kissinger
might conflict with the President's
professed concern for academic
freedom.
The notice cites three points on
which SOAK opposes the Kissinger
appointment. "Kissinger's moral
standards as expressed by his political conduct are incompatible with
the professed ideals of Georgetown
University," the handbill states.
SOAK also cites as grounds for
opposing the appointment Kissinger's
"activities and undertakings as a
private citizen," which it charges are
"remote from concerns of an aca·
demic nature, '" as well as "the
professorial performances of Dr.
Kissinger," which it says "tend to be
surrounded by an atmosphere of
secrecy and intrigue ... incompatible
with the spirit of free inquiry in an
open academic environment."
SOAK also released a "research
folio" on Kissinger's record as
Secretary of State which charges that
SOAK "can not understand how
Kissinger, given his unquestionably
immoral conduct . . . can fulfill the
criteria for appointment to the
Georgetown University Faculty."
Kissinger was appointed this sum·
mer to a full time position as
Uniliersity Professor of Diplomacy.
The ex-Secretary of Stat£' is being
paid $20,000 from outside donations
and will deliver four lectures in the
fall semester and teach a spring
seminar.

Healy Gate Barricades
Subject of Controversy'

~.

by Tracey Hughes
A rising tide of student protest is
cascading on the doors of University
Administration over the newly installed parking gates in Healy Circle.
Junior Senator George McAndrews
declared in a letter. to Vice President
for Planning and Physical Plant Bill
Miller that "the barricades constitute
an unjUstifiable eyesore in an otherwise quaintly picturesque setting.'
Their birth among the University's
nether re;lions must fate among
best-kept secrets ever concealed on
this campus.')
However, Miller said the decision
to begin construction on the gates,
which cost approximately $8000'
dollars, went through proper university channels, having first gone
through the Main Campus Parking
and Traffic committee which met at
the end of May.
_
MCAndrews contends that the
stUdent members of the University
Planning and Building committee
should also have been notified.
."Whoever rammed the parking barri-

cade project through the necessary
channels in order to make it a fait
accompli come September has arrogantly violated the spirit, if not th~
letter, of rule by committee."
Student member of the Building
and Planning committee Rob Bern.
stein commented, "I was never
notified and I think I had the right to
know. As far as I know no senators
were notified. The committee
shouldn't have made the decision to
build over the summer, they could at
least have halted construction until
the students returned."
According to Miller the Quilding
of the barricades was necessary
because "People just don't obey the
rules. We have ~ways had a problem
in Healy circle controlling traffic, it's
been a real headache and a lot of
people were griping. We've been after
some control for quite some time."
Rejecting this reasoning McAndrews asser~d that the gates,
which were financed from the
protective service budget, were a
waste of University money. "Se-

curity is a. useless reason for the
construction,"he said"If they just
asked security force to get off their
duffs and start enforcing the traffic
regulations there wouldn't ~e apy
problem."
Miller also commented that the
gates were needed because the Riggs
branch in the Ryan Administration
building has aggravated the flow of
traffic into Healy Circle. Finally he
said the parking ban, with its two
hour parking limitation on residential
streets, made the gates an essential
improvement.
McAndrews said that he believed
the funds should have gone towards
developing more parking spaces for
students. "1 think parking is every bit
as important as dorms and living
space," he commented. "It's bad
enough the University has to doom
so many students to a search for
housing in August without these
added restrictions. If they can't
guarantee students a space on campus they should ai least guarantee a
parking sapce."
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Student leaders claim that they were never consulted abolAt the Healy Circle parking gates.
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'Top Journalism Pros
.. ToSpeakAtSeminar

Consortium To
Oppose Shift
In Tax Status
(continued from page 1)
Assistant to the President Charles
Meng told the HOYA that h(l
doubted the bills would become law.
He said that because the Un iversity
is chartered by the federal govern·
ment and ~xempt from federal taxes,
the City Council could not be
authorized to tax it.
But Law School Associate Dean
Peter Weidenbruch d,isputed this
claim. He said he thought that only
federal instrumentalities, such as the
Army, are exempted by the Constitution from state taxes.
Weidenbruch said that federal
charter does not protect an ins·
titution from any tax, but noted the
Internal Revenue Code protects edu·
cational institutions from federal
taxes.

'8

GU Recycling Project :;';~;~t::~u~:~,~,:'l
Wages War on Wa'ste'
by Kris Reddington
new recycling service entitled "Uni·
In an attempt to alleviate on cycle" , according to program di·
campus waste from excess aluminum redor Tim Pogacar.
cans, cardboard and newspapers, the
The non-profit, service will be
Student Corporation has initiated a 'funded by the Corp and will employ
several work.study students, said
Pogacar. Currently the cardboard
""\"
•
recycling program has already begun
,
and participants include the Student
Corp..run Vital Vittles, the Center
Cafe, the Pub, the cafeteria and
I housekeeping.
Pogacar said that he
hoped
that
these
organizations will
Droms will be to "try and find a
also
participate
in
the
aluminum and
reasonable match of equitable com·
newspaper
recycling.
pensation in terms of available
Unicycle was partly coordinated
university resources." Commented
Drams "historically the goal has been as a result of a federally-funded
to meet the AAUP goal of the 80th% Energy Study which took place
for class I institutions. This is still our recently at G.U; Pogacar said he
overall goal but we must meet it in a believes that the recycling program
fashion the University can afford, will be one way to emphasize to
which may not be in the next two students the importance of energy
years."
• use and conservation in a university.
Pogacar commented that the StuStudent member of the com·
pensation committee Doug Schop. dent Corp is sponsoring "Unicycle as
pert commented that a reasonable another service to go beyond the
woring figure for a compensation store (Vital Vittles)." The,Corp, an
increase "has to be less than the 9.3% independent student run company
increase that Dr. Martari has recom· separately incorporated from the
mended. I think it's nearer the 7% University, is also responsible for the
which was what the faculty received University's storage, furniture, and
last year. For every percentile you travel services, in addition to student
increase faculty compensation you 'refrigerator rentals. Members of the
increase student tuition somewhere Corp said they felt that because some
of their services, such as Vital Vittles
between 12-16 dollars."
Chairman of the tuition sub· and the newspaper subscription sercommittee John Baily expressed vice, contribute to the waste on
hopes that the joint meeting would campus, it follows that they should
allow the respective committes to provide another service to try to help
"made recommendations aware of get rid of it.
what each (committee) is considering
The planned program will consist
before the final proposals so we of dormitory-coordinated newspaper
don't come up with incompatable and cardboard drives, with the
budgets."
cooperation of Resident Assistants,
Bailey speculated, "1 don't think and the placement of green garbage
its possible to arrive at the 80th cans on campus for aluminum cans.
percentile within two years but there There will be two main receptacles
is real potnctial over a longer period for the recycled materials, located
of time."
behind Healy and Old North.
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by Tracey Hughes
In an attempt to avoid in·
compatible reports of Main Campus
finance Committee's subcommittees
on tuition and compensation, such as
were submitted last year, there will
be a joint meeting of the two groups
today, according to MCFC Chairman
Dean Donald Herzburg.
Last year's trouble occured when
the compensation committee sub·
mitted a recommendation for a 10%
increase in faculty compensation
while the tuition committee called
for no tuition increase.
Faculty compensation has been a
controversial issue at Georgetown
since fOIlner President Henle an·
nounced his intention to reach
faculty compensation at the 80
percentile for class 1 institutions as
estimated by the American Asso·
ciation ,of University Professors
(AAUP). This was followed by the
determination of the faculty senate
to reach this goal by fiscal year 1979.
Recently professor Daniel Martire
prepared a report stating "two
successive annual increases of 9.3%
each (in compensation) would be
required for 1978-1979 and 1979-80
to reach this goal" which would be a
year after the faculty senate's reo
commendation.
. The aim of the joint effort
'. according to Chairman of the com"pensation subc9mmittee William

zation and presentation of facts so as
to hold the reader's attention,
techniques 'for interviewing and
editing, and guidance toward clear,
concise and colorful writing.
The series, Carey says, is aimed
largely at amplifying on the on·thejob trailJ.ing of all new and old
staffers of the HOYA and VOICE,
for whom attendance at the weekly
sessions is mandatory.
However, the lectures, as well as
periodic
appearances by nationally
15, at 8 p.m. in Room )04 Healy, and
known correspondents, will be open.
the first guest speaker,'Ms. Thomas,
will talk the following Thursday, to all students. And all faculty and
administrators are invited' to attend
Sept. 22.
the "guest-speaker" sessions.
The project will consist primarily
Among the other guest speakers
of,a series of lectures, with seminar during the year will be: Les Whitten,
.type
give.and-take,
on "The co·author with Jack Anderson of the
Anatomy of a News Story" by, Frank internationally-known
syndicated
Carey. a longtime science writer for column; Peter Hackes, veteran Capthe Associated Press and journalism itol Hill correspondent for NBC;
advisor to the two Georgetown Charles Corddry , chief Pentagon
undergraduate newspapers since, correspondent for the Baltimore Sun
1975.
and a regular panelist on the
The lectures are designed to offer newsmaking TV program, Washingpractical guidelines on such things as ton Week in Review; Gaylord Shaw,
the rec~gnition of news, the organi. versatile Washington correspondent

Starting with Helen Thomas,
White House correspondent
for United Press International, some
, ,of America's top news correspondents, commentators and colum_< i:~);;
nists will be guest speakers from time
a,;iilliiiiiiiii__~~____~m;~_~~~~_m~~~~f to time during the third annual
D.C. government is considering a proposal to
Journalism Seminar series being
t9wn University.
jOintly sponsored by the HOYA and
1r.. noted

e0 nfIIe S ,

Star.

Seminar Director Carey, a veteran
,of 36 years with AP before his
'retirement in 1974, covered science
,and medical assignments in various
parts of the worlds, including the
Soviet Union, the Antarctic and from
the decks of recovery ships for
America's pioneer astronauts'. He
holds a number of national awards
for science reporting.
Carey is a graduate of Holy Cross
College, was awarded a Nieman
Fellowship in Journalism at Harvard
University in 1946-47, and an honorary Doctorate of Science by the
University of Lowell (Ma!is.) in
1975.

Construction to start on GU
Federally Funded Coal Boiler
by Greg Kitsock
The University will start construction on a non-polluting, coalburning boiler plant perhaps as early
as next week, six months after the
project was originally slated to begin.
The boiler will bum a mixture of
high sulfur coal and limestone, and
will be equipped with filters to trap
pollutants which the limestone does
not absorb. Georgetown is receiving a
$10 million grant from the federal
Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) to finance
the project, and will contribute $4
million. of its own. Construction will
begin as soon as ERDA selects a firm
to build the fuel silos and the facility
to house the boiler.
Georgetown will save an estimated
$400,000 a year by being able to
bum coal instead of more expensive
fuels such as oil or gas.
'
. Plans for the facility were brought
last February before the DC Board of
Zoning and Adjustment, which delayed granting its approval until July.
Design changes also played a part in
the delay, the most important being

an increase in boiler pressure from
220 lb./sq. inch (as specified in the
original plans) to 600.
According to Project Manager Ben
Scarbrough, the change was made so
steam from the boiler could be used
to operate turbines. He said this
could result in further energy savings
for the University.
The facility will be built near
MCDonough Gym in front of the
plants presently in use. ERDA will
monitor the plant for a 33 month

(sophomores you-had your chance last year)

wanted to work on production.

For a 4, hour love affair . with your
favorite nemesis *
Beginning Friday, Sept. 2, 1977
4 p.m. ~ 8 p.,m.
m

a

we want' you back at
Georgetown's on Iy real bar
'·Draught
Bar Cocktails
64 oz. Pitcher

.40
.75
2.50

3401 M Street N.W. ' - Directly under. th~ "BAR" light

..--HAPPY HOUR CONTINUES!!---,
, Every Mon.:-Frj. 4-8 p.m.

Bar Cocktails. 75

trial period, and if all goes will, the
University will continue to operate it
after that time. Construction will
take about eighteen months.
The fluidized combustion boiler
plant, as it is referred to in the plans,
was designed by Foster Wheeler
Energy Corporation and Pope, Evans
and Robbins, Inc. Similar plants have
been used successfully to generate
electricity elsewhere in the country,
but Georgetown's facility will be the
first which does not operate con·
stantly at 100% capacity.

Young aggressive freshman
We're only kidding sophomores.

In an Effort to Restore an Age Old
Tradition, \lVe Re-open

Draught .40

for the Los Angeles Times; Brooks
Jackson, an investJgative reporter for
the Associated Press and a winner of
the Raymond Clapper award for
stories associated with the Watergate
investigations;
Thomas Boswell,
prize-winning sports writer for the
Washington Post; and "Eleni," (Mrs.
,Sidney Epstein), fashion editor and
feature writer for the Washington
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Cash for your LP's
Record and Tape Exchange
3249 M St., georgetown
3 doors from the Crazy Horse phone 337-7970
Thousands of guaranteed new, used, import
LP's and tapes. Out of print, hard to find LP's
Daily rental of LP's

by Alan Fogg
: "The Lone Ranger has ridden off
into the sunset, and the Cavalry has
again come to the rescue" announced
NBC Foreign Correspondent Richard
Val eri ani describing the Carter Ad·
ministration's foreign policy in front
of several hundred students in
Gaston Hall Tuesday night.
The "Lone Ranger," Valeriani
explained is former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, while the
"Cavalry" is the army of men Jimmy
Carter has employed to implement
American policy, different in style
and content from policy created
during the. Kissinger years.

Richard Valeriani addressed students in Gaston Hall on Tue.selay night.

GU Hasp. Costs Up 14-15%
by Kathy Mead
Due to inflation, building costs,
and the public's demands for more
comprehensive care, costs at George·
town University Hospital have risen
between 14 and 15 percent per year
over the last two years, according to
Charles O'Brien,Hospitai Adminis·
trator.
Despite all
these
problems
,Georgetown's costs compare favor·
ably with those of other area
hospitals, according to a survey
conducteQ by the HOYA of 12
nearby DC, Maryland and Virginia
hospitals The average charge for a
private room is around $130 a day,
with semi-private running at $115 a
day.
Georgetown's Concentrated Care
Center is the exception, with beds in
the Coronary Care Unit and Medical
and Pediatric Intensive Care Units
running at $325 per day. In other
areas of the CCC, the basic bed
charge is $165 per day, plus a nursing
surcharge depending on the level of
care required. However none of the
other area hospitals surveyed provide
this type of concentrated care.
O'Brien explained the several
fac.tors which he claimed were
contributing to the inflation here at
Georgetown. He said that most
important were recent court de·
cisions leading to the raising of
malpractice insurance rates, general
inflation, and government legislation

LAURIE - I lost
your number,
Tom Wolfe 547-3763

such as the Occupational Safety and
Health Act and the Physician Study
and Review Organization.
Another problem for Georgetown
is the high price of the recently-built
Concentrated Care Center and the
current renovation and expansion of
the main hospital. O'Brien stated
these two projects have added
tremendously to costs in the last two
years.
A current problem for all hos-

,

pitals, according to O'Brien, is the
change in health care demands on the
part of the American public. "People
are seeking com prehensive, up·todate care, and that costs a great deal
of money to supply in one piace,"he
said.
According to Diane Parker of the
Hospital's Admissions Office, an
average of 70% of the hospital's total
capacity of 438 beds are in use in
anyone day.

Berrigan Visit Is Slated
by Michel S. MacPhee
Student Govt. Vice President Dan
Burke announced that in an effort to
widen the spectrum of ideas Georgetown presents to its academic community, he has invited Rev. Daniel
Barigan S.J. to conduct a week long
seminar next semester.
Tentatively scheduled for the
week of February 6th through 13th,
the seminar will focus on the theme
of Faith and Justice in contemporary
society. The seminar's format will
include classroom visits, poetry
readings, and formal discussions with
particular emphasis on maximum
involvement with students.
According to Burke, Berrigan's
visit which will cost approximately
2000 dollars will be funded by
various campus organizations including the Student Corporation,
Campus Ministries and Residence
Life.
When questioned whether his
invitation to the Jesuit·activist was
an attempt to counterbal~nce the

much debated appointment or" Dr.
Henry Kissinger to the University
faculty, Burke strongly denied any
such rumor. Burke further insisted
that "this seminar on Faith and
Justice is entirely consistent with the
Christian philosophy and mission of
Georgetown University and is in no
way related to Kissinger." Burke also
maintained that the Berrigan seminar
is not intended to arouse controversy. The purpose of the seminar,
Burke stated, is "to show (students)
what a faith commitment really is
when it is blended with substantive
involvement in a way in which the
individual feels is just."
In addition to the seminar, Burke
plans to outline a proposal for a
professorial chair in the area of Faith
and Justice in a meeting next
Tuesday with the University presi.
dent Timothy Healy. Although
Burke said he expects Fr. Healy to be
receptive to the idea in spirit,
immediate funding and thus implementation remain uncertain_

Valeri ani claims that the Carter
Administration has "begun to reemphasize" traditional American
values such as morality, steadfast
friendship, and fairness, "and deemphasize big power relationships
and big power politics.'" He noted
that "the previous administration
refrained almost entirely from commenting on the internal developments in other countries," Valeriani
said the Carter Administration
"wanted to show at the outset that it
was going to pay more attention to
human rights and morality in general
than did its predecessor." Valeriani
called the new policy a "feel.good
policy,". designed to make more
people feel better about America.
Valeriani characterized Carter for·
eign policy as having three top
priorities: 1) human righ~s; 2) nuc·
lear non-proliferation; 3) reduction
in conventional arms sales. He
alleged, however, that these concepts
"were not carefully thought out
before the effort was made to
implement" them. As an example, he
told the intent audience of the day
U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young
said" the human rights emphasis in
the Carter Administration, which
began with a statement defending
Soviet Dissident Anatoly Sakharov,
was not originally cleared by either
the President or the Secretary of
State." Valeriani added that, while
the human rights emphasis was
designed to make Americans "Feel
good" about their own country, he
said "there are better ways to do
that."
The veteran correspondent then
turned to a discussion of the various
parts of the world where American
foreign policy has had a profound
effect. He caUed the Panama Canal
"one of the last vestiges of colonialism in the world," and said it would
be a "tragedy" if the new treaty was
not ratified by the Senate.
In the question and answer period
following his speech, Valeriani out·
lined his observations of the Middle
East situation_ While noting the
Carter Administration's focus of the
Palestinian issue, he said the U.S.
"will have to do more than mediate"
between the Arabs and the Israelis.
He called for the signing of a
U.S.·Israeli treaty, and voiced his
support for a Palestinian homeland
bankrolled by all the Arab nations,
created from the Israeli-occupied
West Bank.

Shabbas Dinner
September 2, 6:30 p.m.
New South Faculty Lounge
Our poster selection includes
Picasso, Lautrec, Vogue, old movies and advertisements
(while they last: Gone with the wind)

Sponsored by

35th and N Sts., Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-6:30 Sunday 12-5
(behind Walsh)
965-1943

Also: memo boards, candles, planters, flower pots, canvas totes,
place mats, T-shirts

JeWish Students Association

D.C. Pirg Open House
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Valeriani Describes
Foreign Policy Shift

RL Predicts Waiting List
Will Move More Quickly
by Tracey Hughes
freshman were displaced and housing
The housing waiting list whose had to be found for them elsewhere.
movement this SUnimer was slowed
Also contributing to the shortage
to an agonizing crawl as the result of was a larger yield of accepting
a series of mix-ups will begin to move freshman (approximately 35) than
at its normal pace in the next few was originally expected.
weeks according to Acting Dean of
.. As a result of these problems, Ritz
Residence Life Tom Ritz.
.
said, rooms usually available to
.. At this point all our problems waiting list students simple were not
have been overcome. We are now open.
collecting lists of no show stUdents
Ritz commented that steps have
from RDs and in the next few days been taken to avoid mistakes that
we'll be calling them to see if they occured in the use of the computer·
are· returning. The list should move last spring. "We are working to
through about 50 students in the improve communications with the
next couple of weeks." he claimed. computer people and expect to
Ritz accredits the unusually slow formalize the procedures used."
progress of the list to three factors
the major one of which was a
computer foul-up with the original
room lottery last spring. Ritz explained, "Some cards which were
rejected by the computer because of
mistakes in filling them out were not
fed back into the system and as a
result approximately a hundred
people were left totally off the.
completed list. Obviously we had to
give those left off an equal chance
for a room and so we ran a
mini-lottery ."
Ritz said 'the winners of this
special drawing were given rooms
usually held in escrow for scholarship
athletes, first and second year community scholars and specially handi·
capped students. As a result there
were more people receiving rooms
than there was available housing:
The second problem occured
when the Jesuits decided to expand
their residence into the Ryan build·
ing which they formerly rented to
the university to use as dorm space.
Acting Dean of RL Tom Ritz
Thus 28' men, both upperclass and

The HOYA
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where?
Healy conference room.

when?
Tuesday, Sep. 6 at 7:30 pm.
information 676-7388
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"The Pub Flu,bs

Boycott the·SLPC
Last week we reported that Father Kelley
had issued a proposed new Constitution for
the SLPC calling for the termination of the
thirty day clause (the University President
mllst act on the SLPC proposal within thirty
days or the proposals become official
university policy.) ,
Obviollsly we were aghast at the blatant
slap in the face this was to students and
faculty who have been attempting to gain
some impact in the governance of Georgetown. Now the new constitution is out and a
number of insignificant changes have been
made. A curious addition to the present
constitution, which has been approved by the
President, the SLPC would report to the VP
for Academic Affairs (Father Kelley). This is
a smooth political maneuver to placate Healy
basement politicos who view Father Kelley as
a semi·divine presence.
Even if Father Kelley were the great
stu-fac hope, we find a reliance on benevolent
despots to be unacceptable. Judging from past
experience, no job is secure in this banana
republic. If Father Kelley were to leave he
could easily be replaced by someone less
disposed to the needs of students and faculty
members.
In its present state the SLPC is a belittled
advisory board. SG President Debby Canty

should instruct her. student appointees to
resign from that committee and she should
inform University officials that no student
representative will sit on the SLPC until it
regains the respectability that it once had.
Does this sound like cutting your nose off to
spite your face? Certainly not. Should
students be asked to sit on a board that will
have its report filed away in the University
catacombs? And more importantly, should
students give their approval of this trend
towards their own diminishing influence in
. Universi ty affairs?
If Canty is unwilling to ruffle a few
feathers in pursuance of student rights, (she
hasn't been terribly affective in this area),
then the Student Senate must take it upon
itself to reject .any studen t appointees to the
SLPC and urge current members to resign.
U niversi ty 0 fficials are claiming that there
wasn't enough time for the President to
review the SLPC reports, so that he was often
forced to veto their recommendations. This
is pure bunk when you consider the fact that
the SLPC has always been willing to give
President an extension, especially when ,the
issue involed was a particularly sensitive one.
What remains true is that the President was
once required to vote yes or no. Now he can
tum on the University shredder.

J

When will this Pub business stop?
It's' enough to make you w'ant to
stop drinking beer.
It seems like there hasn't been a
week where the Pub hasn't been
involved in some administrative foulup. What started as proposed 30%
increase in beer prices last March has
ended in the startling revelations that
the Pub 'has literally been pouring
beer down the drain, for who knows
how long.
The 30% beer price increase was
jettisoned when the HOY A discovered that the supposed increased
overcosts alleged to be the culprit in
the beer hikes were inflated by
between $20,000 and $24,000.
One of the reasons for the
monumental miscalculation is that
the Pub was assessed by the Univer·
sity Center officials for the overhead
using Healy building figures, when, in
fact, the Pub is in Maguire. You see,
the University calculates (or miscal·
culates) overhead costs ,by multip.
lying the square footage of the given
area to be assessed, by a given price
per square foot determined by the·
University Controllers office. The
price per square foot in Healy was
then $5.49, while in Maguire it was

considerably lower at ,$4.41. The
official University line was that the
'Pub was always considered to be in
Healy. In other words, for years
they've been mistaken.
The obvious question: "Who's
running the pub anyway?" With the
latest disclosures revealing that the
Pub has never taken inventory, it
appears that no one has been running

Panning for DIIt/

Mark mcAdams
it_ In an Editorial of the March 4,
1977 issue of the HOY A, we said
that it was time students didn't have
to pay for University incompetence.
When the internal auditor's financial
report is completed . in midSeptember we'll know exactly how
milch we have paid. With figures at
over $100,000 being quoted as a.
possible figure for the Pub's losses
last year, it doesn't look too good.
An interesting point is that the
Corp, which is completely student
run and does a million dollars worth
of business, made $11,000 last

tt

year. (The Pub doesn't do half that
much business.)And, as can be
expected, .!Jniversity Center officials
are inferring that it is the Pub's
student managers who are at fault,
by announcing that the days of
students having a free hand· running
the Pub are over. The facts are that
those officials are paid to supervise
the operations of the Pub and Cafe.
'I'he Corp's student officials are smart
enough to realise that you don't let
anyone have a free, hand when
running a business that deals in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The fact is, it was easier for Mary
. Parrish (our paid University official)
to let things slide. Why bother when
you can have a student do all the
work? He's getting paid, isn't he?
She contends that the Pub was
started with the idea in mind that
students were in charge. Then what is
she being paid for? Even Associate
Dean of Students Bill Scheuerman
said that Mary's job has evolved to
the point where she is mainly conconcerned with the Pub and Cafe. So
What's she been up to?
We're finding out the hard way that
this isn't any way to run an airline,
let alone a tavern.

One Egg to Another
About twenty·five years ago Wi!· contend that Buckley and the period renunciation. He means for example,
liam F. Buckley Jr, was catapulted to of questioning he ushered in was that 'this has be~n going on too
national recognition by the pub· more productive educationally than long,' 'up to this point yes, beyond it
licatlon of his first book, God and today's trend. Buckley's work and no,' -or 'there is a limit beyond which
Man at Yale. The book overcomes the work of the professors at Yale you shall not ~o.' In other words, his
the_pomposity of its title to present a that he has chronicled, are charac. no affirms the existence of a
bold and challenging thesis. Buckley terized by taking a definitive position borderline_" Camus later adds one
claims that he came to Yale with two and aggressively defending it or more important charach'ristic: "Refundamental beliefs: (1) "that an vigorously opposing an equally bellion cannot exist without the
active faith in God and a rigid strong position. On the other hand, feeling that somewhere anc1 someadherence to Christian principles are today's educational process is largely how, one is right." Now flash to the
tpe most powerful influences toward ,characterized by a rush for the classroom of today. History students
the good life" and ,(2) "that free middle ground; an effort to present struggle to define Progressivism by
enterprise and limited government "all sides of the problem" equally. In combining the definitions of hishad served this country well and short, today's faculties (assuming torians, economics stUdents make an
would probably continue to do so in Georgetown is somewhat represent- endless list of the pros and cons of
the future." He then applies these ative) seem to be obsessed with the free trade to determine its merits,
government students disbeliefs to Universities, proposing that creation of an objective clilssroom. In and
a "free enterprise system be used to so. doing they strangle aggressive passionately synthesize the advan·
determine educational policy." By thought and lead their students to a tages and disadvantages of facism,
this he means the customer (which
Rarely, if ever is the frontier of
he defines as the trustees, aluml1i,
knowledge pushed out.
ut 0
e Qst
The impact of the second evil of
parents and students of an institution, with an emphasis on the
this method-the destruction of the
relationship between knowledge,
first two) should get what they want. .
At Yal~,:1i(:.cOt):t~:[C;1~:'~M;cust()me~-'U~ .. ,;'
~~:"'~Yi~.ttol).'~IJdo.action is more obwants Christian values and free
vious_ Students can only study with
,~!:1~t)lP!ts.e"t),cPllo,!pj~L~a,ught. How· . . . " , _, .. " .., t •• __ .
, .
, , ,qbje~tive_ !iisinterested'l~~s the dan·
ever, he concludes, after ,an, ex- . moral. wasteland where knowledge gers of genetic. tampeRng, the det·
haustive study .of Yale's aC,ademic , has, no values.
rimental impact of vertical in-·
d~partments, as opposed to teaching
Perhaps the two most detrimental tegration on competition, the danthese values or even maintaining a affects of the "objective method" gers of nuclear proliferation, etc. for
neutrality towards them-the faculty are: (1) robbing the student of the so long, without taking, or being
of Yale is openly teaching secularism opportunity to develop an intel- encouraged to take action before
and collectiviSn1_ He finds this lectual framework within which he they (the students) become lazy and
intolerable, The faculty strikes back could effectively challenge intel· calloused. Academic work should
saying academic freedom dictates lectual status quos and (2) destroying incite action,
their teaching what they believe. the relationship between knowledge,
If a new period of questioning,
Buckley responds by citing the conviction, and action. Thus, the action, and progress in American
superstitions of "academic freedom." "objective method" is at the core of Universities is to be stimulated, the
Remember that Buckley was the apathy which pervades the importance and pervasiveness of the
"objective method"
must
be
writing at the beginning of the college campus of today.
Fifties, a period that has come to be
In examtning the first point it is diminished. All members of the
associated with intellectual sloth and helpful to define exactly what is community-students, faculty, adgovernmental drift. Also note that meant by a challenge to the status ministrators and alumni--must take a
Buckley is best known as a Conser- quo. Camus, in his lengthy essay The firm stand on those positions in
vative, a term that has come to be Rebel, provides such a definition. A which they believe and vigorously
associated with a static, unchanging rebel is "a man who says no, but question, without malice, those
approach to matters. Yet, I would whose refusal does not imply a which they do not,

0
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Bulldozing OUI elitQge
Last week in this space, we suggested that
the traffic gate in Healy Circle was erected "in
a rit of aesthetic amnesia." This week we are
sad to report that the affliction seems to have
spread. The latest victim of "progress" is the
Philodemic Society Room on Second Healy.
The reaction in the university community
in general and among the facuIty in particular
is gratifying. The biggest danger at this point
is that the community will sink into
pessimism over the prospects of changing
renovations already completed_ Those possessed with such fears should take heart in the
words of Charlie l\1eng, that the room will be
able to be restored to its previous condition_
The only dam<lge done has been a three inch
hole in the North wall which holds up the
partition.
Of course, l\lcng has tagged on the proviso
that the room will be restored only when
other oflices are made available. President
Healy, seems to \'aluc office space like Med
School Chancellor l\1cNulty values parking
spaces. And, as l\'leng admitted to The HOY A,
the space situation is going to get worse
before it gets better.
Still, we cannot understand why the
administration had to pick on a room of such
obvious historical value. There is a classroom

larger than the philodemic room at the 'other
end of the Second Healy Hall, which could
have filled the bill admi'rably.
Another cogent suggestion would make the
hallway common to the PhiIodemic room and
the Offices of Fathers Healy and Kelley into a
reception area, freeing considerable space in
the inner offices.
Instead we have had foisted upon us the
desecration of a venerable university landmark. What happened to Tim Healy, the
Renaissance man who was going to restore
academic vigor to Georgetown University? He
has certainly aroused the faculty on this
matter, but not in the manner we would have
anticipated last fall.
Action must come soon if the laws <it"
bureacratic momentum are to be overcome.
Once the conversIOn to office space is
completed and the occupants are moved in,
they will quickly become entrenched and
quite difficult to move.

bLiNGER
I

~LL'( L.\KE THIS

W"aJ WI LL- JT ALL- END

UN \\JER~'TY, S\li OFTE.~
T~f-V DlSAPPo",,,,. Me !

We must move to salvage a historic 'room,
the grace and beauty of which has been
obscured by partitions born of administrative
convenienc<:. If not, the sins of Father Healy
will be visited upon the sons and daughters of
Georgetown.
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Equality and 8~kke

We-Ire There to Help

Through the ages elite institutions billing. Sadistic Student Accounts to take more than a cursory glance at
have required novitiates to undergo emllloyees" love to terrify jittery, his registration fonns. No sooner is
painful and degrading rituaJs to gain insecure freshmen by printing their this done than the poor fool is sent
admission to the inner circle. George. social security number where their back to square one for failing to get
town is no different. Here· no debits should be. Whimpering his his course card signed by his dean,
his faculty advisor, his professors,
would·be Hoya is considered worth
next of kin and God.
the alligator on his Lacoste shirt until
The limits of human endurance
he has passed through that chlUllber
have now been reached. The stu·
of horrors, that dungeon of depravity
dent's eyes light up with tilt signs, his
known as registration.
brain turns into a gray jelly which
Registration is no petty an·
drips out his ears, and he collapses to
noyance·it's a war of nerves waged
by shell shocked students striving to complaint, the hapless victim is the floor in a crumpled heap.
Amid the carnage, the grief and
fill their course schedules and empty bounced from one table to the next
their . bank accounts bt>fore heat like a psychotic ping pong ball by the wail of lost souls, there are still
administrators who merely direct some who think we should look at
prostration fells them.
Extensive preparations are made him to the longest line they can spot, the brigh t side once the paperwork is
for registration. First all faculty knowing the little wimp won't be done and pay our tuition bills with a
advisors are sent on an extended back for at least 40 minutes.
smile. However, we tried this and it
vacation two weeks in advance so
Eventually, the freshman encoun· didn't work. The University, true to
freshmen won't accidentally blunder ters some minor functionary willing fonn, demanded cash.
into anyone who can help them - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
assembie an intelligent schedule.
FinaJly, GU's crack linguistics
team outdoes itself by coming, up
with an instruction sheet that
portant element in the fund-raising
makes not an iota of sense in any
for it and incorrectly identified the
language spoken or extinct.
source of part of the funds. The
Freshmen on their first trip to Dear Editor,
McDonough are rarely prepared for
Prison is a lonely experience, $100,000 item which you mentioned
that first glimpse of quivering particularly when you find youself was not a gift of Mr. Vincent B.
humanity inching painfully toward without friends or family ties. As a Largay, C'53. It was a bequest on the
the front exit. Upperclassmen, on the first time offender, I am without part of his oldest brother, the late
John A. Largay, C'33, who died last
other hand, make no other plans for both.
the day, pack their knapsacks with
I am writing your paper in hopes February. After his death, Vincent
k-rations,salt tablets, signaJ flares and 'that you will print this letter, and in Largay (whose daughter Susan
machetes (to hack through the red doing so, help me find some graduated from the College last May,
tape with), and arrive 2\12 hours early meaningful friendships. Perhaps in and whose son Paul is currently a
to confront the task at hand with the this way I will be able to overcome junior in the College) undertook to
fortitude of Theseus confronting the the insanity and violence of prison, raise $900,000 more for the project.
He has been working on this all
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • C~tanlabyrinth.
and'ieave a better person.
summer long, on his own time and at
•
Completing one's schedule is
In closing, I want to th,ank you in
: generally the first order of the day. advance, and reemphasize that I will his own expense, with the assistance
: Unfortunately, most of the turkeys answer any and all who care to write. of the Development Office.
: have been gobbled up at preStudents are often unaware of or
Yours in Peace,
: registration, leaving the panicky
Bruce Wallace no.l38-631 critical of Alumni contributions and
: latecomer ,to thumb frantically
P.O. Box 45699 fund-raising activities. It is important
: through his course book until he
Lucasville, Ohio 45699 therefore that they be informed of
: finds the first class that doesn't
this extraordinary generosity on the
:• conflict with the rest. Not wishing to
part of Vin Largay. For myself, as a
: look a gift .course in the mouth, he
member of the University com• pens the unknown quantity into his
munity for going on 39 years, I am
schedule.
grateful beyond wotds that this
Odds are the course ("The Unioutstanding Georgetown, family,
verse: A Wholistic Overview") will
many members of which are Georgehave $80 worth of required text
town Alumni, should have expressed
books, a final scheduled for 9:00pm
August 28,1977 the wish that this splendid new
on Dec. 21, and a supple-mentary To the Editor of the HOYA:
building be named for me.
reading list which includes, the'
It is regrettable, that the story in
',r."
' ..
", '.
\"
Manhattan phone" directory 'and En· the HOYA' tor' August" 27 on "The
Base~ent
Reverend Gerard F. Yates, S.J.
•••
,cyclopedia Britannica.
,':" ,Rec.Complex" omitted a very im·
, Dean·and Professor Emeritus
: •••••• ,,~ •••••·~ .... o •• ~ • .:.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••
Next comes the main event, .the "
.'th
~
This fall, the United States Supreme Court will take upon itself the
case of one Allan Bakke. His case has
gained a certain notoriety as an
example of "reverse discrimination"
par excellence.
Mr. Bakke's application to the
medical school at the University of
California at Davis was rejected,
despite an undergraduate record
admittedly superior to that of several
minority candidates who were accep·
ted. The espoused rationaJe of the
admissions. policy was that other
factors overrode academic con·
siderations, including the imbalance
in the number of black doctors
relative to the black population as a
whole.
Earlier this year, the New 'York
Times editorialized that Mr. Bakke
must lose his case "in the national
interest." Presumably, the Times'
conception of "the national interest"
is essentially egalitarian, if not
exclusively so. While the motivation
for such a position is admirable in
its intent, its implementation is a
weight which America's social fabric
might not be able to bear.
The justification for "reverse
discrimination" is based on an
illfounded abandonment of faith in
the ability of blacks and other
minorities to succeed on their own.
In the space of ten years, the struggle
for equal justice under the law has
turned into one for preferential
treatment under the law. It is one

thing to demand that men be treated the civil war; and the flood Into the
equally; it is quite another to cities that started in the twenties and
demand that they be made equal in reached high tide in the sixties. It is
,unrealistic to expect first·generation
all aspects of life.
urban blacks to end up In corporate
board rooms (after all, the first
Kennedy in Boston was a laborer.) If
anything, the black man has come
farther against greater odds than any
other ethnic group.
Nor is the policy pursued by the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' University of California likely to end
In a sense, the guilt felt by white narrow-mi~dedness o.n the part of
suburban liberals (the Times' home ra~e.consclous, ~erlcans. If. any·
constituency) is understandable. The thIDg,. government mterference In th~
latest poverty figures reveal little selectIOn process leads some Amerl'
headway has been made, though we cans to believe, mistakenly, that,
are beginning to understand that quo~as are t?~ only "!'ay blacks can
poverty is much more transitory than get mto posItions of Importance. In
we have previously thought. Such t~at wa~, jluotas only, perpetuate
guilt, however, does. not justify bigotry Since blacks aren t allowed to
altering the standards by which we prove themselves..
judge academic excellence.
Perhaps most Importantly, every
According to those who support time we overlook the consid~rations
reverse discrimination the ac;simi· of excellence in order to attalD other
lation of blacks into the mainstream goals, we weaken our ability to
has just not occurred, and, whatever j~dge, and our standards become
the cause of the resultant disparities, dls~orted. As John Gardn~r, recently
this "visceral discrimination" must retIred from the leadership of Com·
be alleviated by affirmative action. mon Cause, has noted, "If we do not
This line of thought fails to grasp the seek excellence in the t~aining of
historical differences which account both plumbers and philosophers,
for a move into the middle and upper neither our pipes nor our philo·
class slower than that, say, of the sophies will hold any water."
Irish.
The Times is correct in asserting
The voyage of the black man in that the Bakke case is of critical
America is a three·part one: the national interest. An end to reverse
journey from Africa to slavery in discrimination is the only pathway to
America; the emancipation following equal j~tice under the law.

Splitting Inflnltlves/

.Catch '89/

Greg Kltlock

Ken HQfettepe
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SEC
welcomes 'everyone and brings you
another full year of entertainment
The weekend of Sept. 9 starls our movie schedule off with "The
Exorcist" followed by:

********************~******* ..

,

Sept. 16, 17 All the President's Men
23,24Silent,Movie
30,1 The Front

The SEC is also proud to present
Oct.

Nov.

Dec.
Dec.

7,8 The Seven Percent Solution
14, 15Bad News Bears
28, 29A Clockwork Orange
Nov.
4,5 Dog Day Afternoon
11, 12The Godfather, Part II
18, 19Marathon Man

2,3 The Sting
9,10 Lenny

a
**

Harry Chapin
on Oct. 7 in McDonough Gym

Tickets will be on sale in the Healy Basement Box Office starting next Tuesday.
Tickets to other D.C. events will also be on sale soon.

*
~
'**
~

.*
*
***.* •• ********.**************.~

Don't Forget to buy your Student Entertainment Subscription c~rds which entitle you
to substantial discounts on all SEC sponsored events.

SEC is also looking for new members. We ne~d people to help out in concerts,
advertising & special events, and party service. If interested come to the Healy
Basement Conference Room Thursday, Sept. 8 at 7:00 p.m.,
We look forward to seeing you and to a great year ahead. Enjoy.
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Coming
Back To
Georgetown
You're new here? Join us...

Text and photos by Hale Foote

Arriving at Georgetown for the first
time, or returning after the summer,
one is greeted by a wide variety of
groups, pressure, and occasionally
some free time before classes actually
start. While registration does exist,
few bother to go. However, the
bookstore cannot be avoided and regularly claims its share of lost souls.
But, sooner or later, classes start
and things begin to fall into a vague
order. Not that many don't find time
for lawn-sitting and other important
activities-you can always add/drop
all five classes next week and start
over again.
But, there's a feeling in the air
that things are back to nonnal-but
count the days to Thanksgiving.
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The first one in the room, first day.
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Cheap used Books?
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Ca!led in at the bookstore.

Freshmen found Weismullers the first day here.
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featules
Philodemic Room Takeover Stirs Ire
'

,

'\.. by Kenneth Hafertepe
Amidst the dust and clatter of
workmen, the Philodemic Society
Room on Second Healy, long a
fixture and symbol of GU's debate
club, is being converted into ad·
ditional space for the Office of the
President, Even as the work proceeds, the outcry from faculty has
begun, charging aesthetic insensivity
on the part of the administration.
Assistant to the President Charles
Meng told The HOY A that the
current office space allotted to the
President was "far too small for the
number of staff even before Father
(Timothy) Healy came to Georgetown." Meng pointed to the creation
of the posts of Legal Advisor to the
President and Assistant for Development and Alumni Relations as

creating the need for additional
space. The newly created offices will
be occupied by University Secretary
Virginia Keeler, Tom Wooters, who is
the new Assistant for Development,
and their secretaries.
Faculty response was immediate.
Professor John Glavin of the English
Department insisted in an interview
with The HOY A that "it was a great
mistake, no matter what the reason,"
and characterized the move as
"~andalizing" the room. At'though the
Philodemic Room was used 'for
meetings by the English Department·
and other committees, the main
occupant of the room was the debate
team.
'
Founded in 1830, the Philodemic
Society has always represented the
University in intercollegiate debate,

The Healy Building's North Pavilion
(as it was called by the architects)
was completed in the late 1890's, and
the debating room was probably in
the plans from the start. Undated
original drawings, of the building
done by J,L. Smithmeyer & Co.
Architects, the designers of the
Library of Congress, included the
"cathedra" (podium) for the de·
bating room. The podium has. now
been moved into storage.
Originally, the room was used for
classes in addition to its Philodemic
functions Later, Brother Francis
Schoen, who painted the four murals
in Gaston Hall, did the cqrnicework
for the Philodemic room. The Historic American Buildings Survey's
book Georgetown Architecture glow·
ingly describes the "oval photos of

I n its earliest days, the Philodemic Room served as a classroom
former members (of the society), the interior design of the room." .
Besides the removal of the
enframed in oak strips which are
vertically chambered, (and) horizont· podium, all furniture, and roughly
al strips that have a guilloche pattern 200 debate trophies won by George·
with rosettes at the junctures." town over the years, the only
Below the pictures are 41 inches of physical damage is a 3 inch hole in
wainscotting of stained and grained the North wall, which supports the
partition, Meng noted. Members of
wood.
the university community, however,
Meng emphasized that "when
have expressed alarm over the
other office space opens up on aesthetic
and historical damage, Said
Second Healy, the room can be Fine Arts Professor Kenneth Haley,
restored to its previous condition." "It's an historical monument and
Vrnen asked if space is very likely to they're just wiping it out."
open up, Meng conceded that, if
anything, the floor is "getting even
Professor James J. Unger, coach
more crowded," since Father Aloy- of the debate team, feels that the
sius Kelley, University VP for Aca· team's use of the room "blended
demics, has added staff over the functional utilization with historical
purposes. There are very few sites on
summer.
campus with artistic or historic
The walls, Meng noted, "are aspects, This incident is quite unfor.
merely sitting on the floor, and the tunate."
glass is framed, As a result, there will

At a later date, the room. was used more sparingly, The podium was ordered exclusively for this purpose,
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~~~~;f past
and gave us something to
preserve for the future, Some places

This past week, workmen have begun installing partitions to make way for should remain, in my OpInIOn,
offices.
unspoiled by growth, and this home
of the oldest debating society in
America should surely be among
them,"

Dear Jebbie

Aggressive fashion
oriented part-time
sales Help
Wanted

Dear Jebbie,
I'm having this terrible problem
with my roommate, She is female
and I am male. I think Residence
Life made a mistake. y" wouldn't
really complain but· I can't stand
having nylons hanging over the bunk
bed. And she keeps kicking me out
so "friends" can stay for awhile.
What should I do?
Signed,
Frustrat~d Freshman

act." (And other parts of his
Dear F.F.,
You must be a freshman, because anatomy.)
Signed,
every upperclassman knows that
Misty Eyed
Residence Life never makes a mis·
take.
Dear Misty,
Consider yourself lucky! You
Dear Jebbie,
I'm having a terrible problem with could have. a roommate who would
my roommate, He refuses to take a demand that you take a shower with
shower like all the other boys. We've him.
been here for a week now and
frankly, he smells like an Italian Deli. Dear Jebbie,
I had a little trouble at regisI WOUldn't mind so much but I'm
allergic to pastrami. How can I tration. I'm a freshman and I want
"slyly" hint to him to "clean up his to become a lawyer. Unfortunately,
the only classes that fit my schedule
were: Archaeology 101, Ge:riatrics,
History of, Medieval Philosophy,
Quantitative Analysis, and Intensive
Advanced Chinese. I think 1 may be
BOOKS
getting in over my head, What do
MAGAZINES
.YOll think?
GIFTS
Signed,
Percy Fortesque III
for gay men and

women, their families
. and friends.

apply

Up Against .the Wall
3219 M Street N.W.

and

Professor Richard Gordon, a professor of law at GU and a former
President of the Philodemic Society,
noted in a telephone interview that
"for me and for hundreds' of
graduates of Georgetown, this.room
~ is crowded with history, intimately
~~~." . .g associated with many of the richest
""IIII_II!!irii.i.~ memories of the university."
..
~
;ia
"The noble proportions and

•

•

•

members

thing could be done, since the
construction is alteady under way.
One professor called it a "fait
accompli." Others who disapproved
were unwilling to go on the record,
and offered a simple "N 0 comment,"

. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and S u n d a y s .
from 12 Noon to Midnight; Fridays a[1d Saturdays f r o m .
Noon to 2 in the morning. Closed Mondays.
•

faculty

~~!e~~v:~~e~~;ed~~:tf~~ ~~:t:~~~

Good (no, delicious!) through September 1R t h . ' .
At Geppetto's where gourmet cuisine, fine beers and w i n e s .
have made us Italy's answer to laCafe De Paris.
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ironic to see Father Healy speak of
the historical roots of stUdents and
then rape the roots of the univer-

•

333.i:6;f~~!~~:\~~:'(~~~~~~:~~~upon)

Other members of the university
community less directly affected
'than the Philodemic society also
expressed cOncern about the preser·
vation of historic rooms, The English
Department's Professor Glavin told

Student Senator Artie Gallagher
saw the move as "disgraceful. It

8,..

•

Unger revealed that he had met
with Father Kelley and with Kelley's
assistant, Father Donald Freeze, in
an attempt to save the room. Unger
also noted that "there was never a .
single alternative (room) offered to
the Philodemic Society."

the importance of the past when
they see the administration of the
university ruthlessly and mindlessly
destroy the evidence of the past."
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as well as site of debates
permanence of the offices, Unger
told The HOYA, "we are very
hopeful that this move is tern·
porary-we're glad that it is on the
public record that the long·range
plan of the university may allow the
Philodemic room to be returned to
its original use once administrative'
convenience is accomplished."

Celebm!e the gay experie~ ~t . ..

.~ __:.. '

2012. S Street, NW Washington, D.C.

,.

Lambda lilslDg

'N

Dear Puuurseey,
Compared to your name your
courses sound good, however, I
suggest you go to your Dean and say,
"My name 'is Percy, and I demand
satisfaction," He'll take care of you,
(Ed, Note: I know from personal
'experience, believe me, I know.)
Please send all inquiries concerning
your problems to Box.# 938 Hoya
Station, (]opZey Basement..
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Local Sculpture Roosts in Art Barn
by Jean Ann Schulte
Washington's very finest art
museums-the National Gallery, the
Hirshhom, the Renwick-are known
throughout the coutry. Certainly
they should be visited often in order
to see and appreciate their vast
collections. But Washington is also a
center for ? different type of art
museum. The city is fortunate to
have a number of small, special
interest galleries devoted to showcasing a variety of works rather than
maintaining a permanent collection.
It is in these smaller galleries that the
latest concepts in art can be

exhibited, reviewed, and Ultimately
encouraged or condemned.
. The Art Bam is such a gallery_
Located in Rock Creek Park, the Art
Barn provides a year-round facility
where professional artists who live in
the Washington area can display their
worke;. Exhibits change monthly and
may include painting, sculpture,
photography, prints, textiles, ceramiCS, or handicrafts. There are also
a variety of programs to develop
community understanding of and
participation in the arts.
Through September 18, the Art

Barn presents "Dimensions." The
artists is unique in his approach to
the subject. The works range from
floating plexiglass mobiles to sensuous, polished wood and marble
shapes to delicate metal works.
Among the more noteworthy
works on display were two diminutive metal sculptures by Robert
Barkin'. In both Juggler and DestinY,Barkin succeeds in expressing
complex emotions through his skillful handling of the metal. The
observer can feel the strain and
tension in the stiff, straight lines of
the back, legs, and arms of the

Sandra Sheppard's Animal Lady

Robert Sanabria's' Cumulus

. figures. Their stark simplicity heigh.
tens the sense of pathos they evoke.
Barkin's restrained use of color and
form enhances the clarity and power
of their message. 'l'hey speak in a
concise, unmistakeable language.
Robert Sanabria has a larger, more
abstract approach to sculpture.
Cumulus is an undulating spiral of
wood two-by-two's. At first sight
the wood planks suggest partial
spirals curving down to the floor. Yet'
the perception is false. 'When the
observer tries to draw a mental line
along the path thaT the curve should
logically follow, he discovers that he
has been' tricked_ The unmeasured
arrangement of the wood planks
interrupts the flow of the curve
,before it can be completed. 'l'he play
on perceptions can be a· frustrating

reminder that our habits of observation do not always permit us to see
everything as it really is.
A third, completely different
attitude toward sculpture is the
Animal Lady by Sandra Sheppard.
The lady is one of the most
fascinating pieces in the exhibit. The
artist has explOited the texture and
grain of a chunk of wood to create
an impression of depth and mystery.
With a minimum of incising and
carved relief, a woman's face emerges
from the block. Her expression. is
enigmatic-a mocking smile, gazing
but watchful eyes. With her is a
cat-a traditional symbol of wisdom,
power, and magic. Together they
draw the observer closer and closer in
an attempt to decipher the mystery
of their attraction. Impressions of

fantasy· and other worlds come into
mind.
A visit to the, Art Barn is
definitely worthwhile if you are
visiting Rock Creek Park. Because of
its size, the shows it offers are small.
The ideas to be found in its two
rooms, however, are easily as stimulating as the large galleries of
traditional art at conventional
museums. Upcoming shows this fall
include mixed media, painting and
sculpture, and tapestryfembroidery.
Treat yourself to a refreshing change
of ideas and explore the art of today.
The Art Barn, Tilden Street on Rock
Creek Parkway
_
Open Tuesday through Friday, 10:30
-3:00; Saturday and Sunday, 10:005:00;
Admission:
free. .Phone
426-6919.

The Fault Lies Not in Our Stars
by Kenneth Hafertepe
Star Wars, of course, is the hit of
the year, and critics are quick to
point out the reason why: it is
escapist fare, they say, you can leave
reality behind. One is forced to
wonder, though, whether a movie
can be as meaningless as Star Wars is
purported to be.
Upon seeing the movie, I was
pleased to find myself in a minority ,
by seeing something in Star Wars
other than escape from reality.
Throughout the film, young Luke
Skywalker is prodded into acts of
heroism, as the others lament the
cynicism and selfishness of their
time. Is this far from reality, as we
come out of the age of the anti-hero?
Evidence on the point is as handy
as any best-seller list of books. You
will be sure to find Looking Out for
no. 1 , a handbook for the terminally
greedy. Humorist Jean Shephard
tagged it well while complaining that
"every other guest on Johnny Carson
is hawking his own book- How to
Screw the Tax People, You Too Can
Live To Be a Hundred, et cetera."
Norman Podhoretz, the editor of
Commentary, has looked with much
favor (in a recent Newsweek essay)
upon what he calls the return of
success. "There are probably more

manuals on how to succeed in controversy over the literary origin others that a rational, self-interested
business, or how to get ahead in of JFK's inaugural phrase "Ask not brain or a hungry animal would not.
It is quite doubtful that the critics
general, than at any time since the what your country can do for you,
1880's when gospel of success was at ask what you can do for your of today have the heart to see what
the height of its evangelical fervor." country," expressed wonderment Star Wars is all about. We have
'-'
Podhoretz reads' this as an en- that the implications of the thought become so "sophisticated" that anycouraging sign, a return to cultural drew so little comment. For Fried- thing espousing the old virtues of
respectability, for ambition and a man, the ultimate social bond is self courage and heroism must be disdecline in the influence of attacks on interest, and there is no place for missed as so much fluff.
It is no accident that George
"middle-class values" and "the sys- justice or patriotism outside of the
Lucas, the writer-director of Star
tem" itself. The "gospel of success" liberal/individualistic framework.
The modern liberal, on the other Wars has taken up the side of "the
can contribute towards the consolidation of opinion which allows hand, tends to be more particular force" of good. A sociology major in
the flourishing of entrepreneurship. about what type of entrepreneur gets college, Lucas saw that children were
And, hopefully, the great engine of the protection of the state, say, the growing up with no heroes for role
.':~":':
the American economy can provide neighborhood pornographer. This is a models. Out of' a desire that our
I Kmll7~
" '
,for everyone: as John Kennedy put breakdown of a collective sensitivity, children might be exposed to an ideal
it, "A rising tide lifts all the boats." allowed in the name of an abstract world of fearless heroism, he created
.
But while we encourage in- principle of freedom_ It is, moreover, Star Wars.
But what of the big children who
dividual enterprise, we cannot urge it just as utopian as the Friedmanesque
as a panacea for all of our problems_ position, in his faith that unrestricted have their fingers on the buttons
There are those, both right and left, liberty will not have detrimental with destructive powers worse than
who profess such as strident in- effects on the community or justice. that of the death star? They need
Thus, liberals and conservatives reminders that justice is more than
dividualism that they fail to see a
common purpose or a common spirit can find themselves with pretty self-interest, a task that Star Wars
strange conceptions of justice and performs if you have the heart for it.
in the human endeavor.
The battle cry of the Americqan compassion_ In looking out for That task is the battle of our time,
businessman has been, most often, number one, it is easy to ignore the and we need all the help we can get.
May the force be with us.
that if government got out of the magnanimous side of our nature.
'il
z
way of business, all the problems of
C.S. Lewis has pinpointed the
Star Wars 'continues its record
o
society would be solved. This is rash ch~st, which holds the heart, as the setting run at the Uptown Theater
-0
Q
utopianism, placing faith in an part of the body that connects and numerous others outside the
o
S
"invisible hand" to mete out justice. visceral man to cerebral man_ The beltway.
-0
Ii<
Milton Friedman, viewing the heart leads us to make sacrifices for
;.,
MUSIC LESSONS:
~
So
Guitar, Recorder. Beginners,
advanced. Parking at studio
-=
""
in NW D.C._
luke Skywalker and R2-D2 recently visited M Street in GEorgetown in the
John Benaglia 234-1837
wake of the massive success of Star Wars.
'
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News writers needed down at the
Hoya office. We need your
youth and dedication to liven up
this tired old office.

3207 M Street, N.W. - Washington, D.C. 20007 - Phone 333-7531

Delivery Service

• Country tweed
blazers and
dirndl skirts

Last call 5 - 1 weekdays A little bit of the country in the middle of the city

Roast Beef
Tuna Sub
Vegetarian Sub
Cold Cut Sub
Ham and Cheese Sub
Corn Beef and Swiss
Cheese Sub
Sicilian Sub

• Scottish sweaters
• Antique quilts

• Locally designed
dresses and

ceramics
• Pillows of lace
and patchWork

for the pursuit of happiness

• And plants
from Liberty's

g;irden

$1.45
$1.45
$1.15
$1_60
$1.45

3 sub minimum
other questions inquire within

We also cater
! Parties!

! Special!
Discounts

$1.45
$1.65

BEVERAGES

MUNCHIES

• Photography
• Exclusive
Georgetown canvas
carry-ails

SUBS

5-2 Fridays and Saturdays

151:3 Wisconsin Ave. N.W. I Washington D.C. 20007 I (202) 337-5742

Nacho Doritos
Fritos
880 Fritos
Potato Chips
Chitos

.25c
.2Sc
.2Sc
.25c
.2Sc

Pepsi
Doctor Pepper
Root Beer
Diet 7 up
7 up

Sorry. _. no checks.

.30c
.30c
.30c
.30c
.30c
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On NCAA Post
by Steve Paluszek
Philos'ophy Professor Jesse Mann
has been appointed by University
President Timothy Healy, S.J. to the
position of Georgetown's faculty rep·
resentative to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association. Mann succeeds
Rev. Edward Glynn, S.J., who held
the position for .the past four years
Georgetown's new Faculty Rep·
before leaving this summer to be·
resentative to the NCAA, Dr. Jesse come Academic Vice· President at
Mann.
Gonzaga College in Spokane, Wash·
ington.
.
When asked about this new posi·
tion, Mann was unsure of all of his
responsibilities, but commented that
his main function was "to serve as
the institutional representative to the
NCAA convention and to vote on
new policies of the NCAA which af·
.
.
brought freshmen Christine Mullen fect Georgetown University."
and Mary Jane Drengwitz, 4th
At the annual NCAA convention
ranked in Maryland, to Georgetown. (the next one is scheduled for Jan·
Mullen was 'member of the National uary) member universities across the
Junior Team and was also an country meet to discuss and vote on
outstanding sprinter in the US· possible rule changes, eligibility reo
Russian meet.
quirements, recruiting practices etc.,
In spite of the new status of GU's for the betterment of all involved.
women's programs, they have yet to
According to Assistant Athletic
achieve parity with the men's pro· Director Steve Stage berg, Professor
grams. "There's a lot more we could Mann will be working and conferring
improve but· you've got to start closely with President Healy and
Women's Athletics Natalie Params· Athletic Director Francis Rienzo in
kas. "George Washington has ap- deciding which path Georgetown
proximately 50 women's scholarships University athletics will pursue in the
full·time
women's future on issues stemming from the
and
some
coaches," she added.
NCAA.

Women sA thletics Boosted;
Sixteen Scholarships Given

Senior Med Student Michael Gigliotti with his two cathces - the 490 lb. blue
marlin and his fiancee, Colleen Ragan.

(Continued from page 10)
CY 0 High School champion team
tive member, will be joined by last year. Crew received most. of her
Seniors Maura Winters and Melissa experience with the Staten Island
White, each of whom will receive a Volleyball Club, and Brady is an
scholarship. In addition, Haydee alI·state Champion volleyballer from
Celay from St. Croix will benefit Oregon. The three freshman com·
from an athfetic grant.
peted against each other in the
Three freshman recruits-Cathleen Junior Olympics sponsored by the
Connelly, Mimi Brady and Marie AAU in Chicago last year.
Crew-should determine exactly how
Junior JUlie Kuhlman and fresh·
successful the Hoya Volleyballers man hopeful Joanne Finochiarro of
will be when it comes down to the Brooklyn will split the one tennis
wire in this season's regiomil show· . scholarship.
down. Connelly was on Chicago's
'.!'ennis is the only sport in which
the women receive a scholarship and
the men's team does not.
The basketball team has two full
and three partial scholarships,
divided among six girls. Veteran
seniors Sue Foster, Mary Margaret
Doian and Ria Meagher will receive
grants this season, as well as ex. volleyballer Maria Divita, joining the
trouble.
After the catch, the Sea-Wolf, one roundball squad this season.
Coach Francis Carr's two fresh.of the boats used in filming "The
Deep," continued on to shallower men recruits, 5'1l' Kim Becker, an
waters where one dolphin, two tuna, all·state Baltimore hoopster with a
and a barracuda unsuspectingly 20 ppg average, and Abby DiUon
joined Gigliotti for the ride back. from Immaculate Prep School here in
Gigliotti acknowledged that the boat, D.C., should provide the team with a
heavily laden from the day's catch, strong scoring threat. Dillon has
listed more than a drunken Hoya on competed on the Independent All·
to
port. Star D.C. Team and received an
the
return
trip
H Gigliotti's fish remains the honorable 1TIention in last season's
largest caught as of November 30th, AlI·Stat National Team.
For economic reasons, an in·
the official end of Bermuda's fishing
season, he will receive a trophy from dependent women's track team to be
the Bermuda Department of TO\lr- coached by Joe Lang, coach of the
men's team, has been raised to
ism.
Ironically, this was Gigliotti's first scholarship status. They toQ, received
try at deep sea fishing_ He was the five scholarships that will be dis·
guest of his fiancee, Colleen Ragan, a tributed over the next few years.
secretary at the Med School, and his Junior Katie Solon and Senior
future father.in·law, a 20-year veter· Allison Brown will each receive a
an of deep sea fishing/who, related scholarship.
Lang, in addition to his recruits
smiling Gigliotti, has never caught a
for the men's track
marlin.

G'town Med Senior Bags
Humongous 11-foot Marlin
by Edmond O'Neill
Fish stories are usually for the
birds, but this one is actually true.
On August 16th, Michael Gigliotti
-:-a Senior Med student at Georgetown-landed the largest Blue Marlin
of the season off the coast of
Bermuda. The fish scaled·in (no pun
intended) at 490 lbs. and was
measured at 11 feet, 1 inch.
. Our unparalleled piscator gave
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Prof. J. Mann
Succeeds Glynn

Plan Plex Priorities
(Continued from page 101
maximum and to keep an eye on
However, Schulze did not rule out things concerning the center in the
the possibility of a varsity team using interest of the students, Carity told
the complex if it coulq not use the HOY Ashe hopes to set up some
McDonough for some reason. He said type of body independent of the
it might be possible for a team to Athletic Department, but insists
share the center with all other nothing is definite at this time.
.
students during regular hours, or to
In the meantime the Facilities
use the rec·plex when it is usually Sub·Committee will continue to
closed, such as late at night or early work on its policy draft. One
in the morning. Canty says this problem pointed out by Schulze is·
"concerns" her, claiming no mention that it is not clear who has final
of such a thing (varsity sports in the authority over any guidelines draft
complex) was ever made when the and its adoption to University policy.
referendum was held, "yet now Yle
Schulze is determined that "there
find them slipping in."
will be a written policy (concerning
Canty said she was worried about' Rec·Plex usage) when we open the
the student fee for the new complex. doors", yet "who has final approval I
To keep the fee at or below the $60 don't Imow."

The HOYA

most of 'the credit for the catch to
Capt. Russell Young who pilots the
deep-sea fishing boat Sea-Wolf. At
9:45 a.m., while trolling the deep
waters right off the coast, the Marlin
took the orang~ squid lure which
Gigliotti was using. The fish pulled
away, "taking around 700 to 800
yards of 80 lb. test line with him,"
said Gigliotti. With the hook well set,
the captain kept moving forward to
tire the fish. Every so often he would
reverse the boat and Gigliotti would
take in the slack.
"He (the fish) jumped \about IO
times, but he couldn't snap the line,"
reminisced the Hilltop angler, "But
surprisingly, it only took 45 minutes
to land him." (Fights with Blue
Marlins this size have been known to
exceed six hours.) The crew had no
trouble boarding the fish as "he was
pretty well tuckered out." Fortunately, unlike Santiago and Capt.
Quint, he didn't have any shark
v

,

Pitching Rotation Thin
(Continued from page 10)
Zeitler may also see occasional duty
as designated hitter.
At second base the Hoyas will
field Rocco Spagna (,79), who "hits
pretty well" according to Nolan, and
slick.fielding Mike Messenger ('SO).
John Pflieger ('7S) and Tommy
Williams ('79) will share shortstop
duties again this fall.
The Hoya's infield will be
anchored by third baseman Jimmy
Armstrong
('7S).
Nolan
rates
Armstrong "my best all·around
player. He is good at bat and good in

the field." Last year, Armstrong hit
third in the line·up.
Behind the plate will be Billy
Gerard. Nolan said that he feels
Gerard will be a good hitter with the
ability to hit the occasional long ball.
According to Nolan, "Billy throws
well" but was erratic last year.
The outfield is cemented by
lead·off hitter and center-fielder
Brian Gallagher. Gallagher, a senior,
is the new team captain.
Senior Bob Heditsian will patrol
left field again, but right field
remains a question mark.
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FREE with this coupon
The Premier Issue of

HIGH TIMES MAGAZINE
(Collector's Edition)
Redeemable only at:
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1724 20th St., NW
Washington. D.C.
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Sports Subcommittee
Denied Key Contracts
\

by Mike Lindquist
Vice· President for Administrative
Services Daniel Altobello has refused
the request of the Main Campus Finance Committee's Subcommittee on

,
I

Athletics for the non.personal portions of the contracts of Basketball
Coach John Thompson and Track
Coach Joe Lang, the HOYA has
learned.
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The rec-plex, scheduled for completion in late 1978, should alleviate the
crowding on the outdoor roundball courts.
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To Control Rec-Plex Use
by Bill Taylor
Now that the steamshovels and
bulldozers have been put to work on
Kehoe Field, the University is at
work constructing guidelines for the
use of the new student recreation
center.
A subcommittee of the Athletic
Advisory Board has already composed a draft of general guidelines
for the Rec-Plex usage, but Student
Government President Debby Canty
has voiced concern over the proposed
policy, especially in the areas of the
mandatory student fee and of use of
the complex for other than student
recreational purposes.
According to Greg Schulze, Director of Intramural and Recreational
Activities, the draft of guidelines was
devised by members of the Facilities
Sub·Committee of the Athletic Advisory Board. Schulze is head of the
policy.makil}g subcommittee looking
into guidelines for the use of the
complex.
This subcommittee 'originally con.
sisting of Father Curran, three
students appointed by student
government, and Athletic Director
Frank Rienzo, has since expanded
and broken down into smaller groups
to handle the different aspects of the

Women Gain
Equality In
GU Athletics
by Cindy Chilton
Equal rights for women have
finally come to Georgetown-at least
as far as athletics are concerned. For
years, all across the country,
women's sports were pushed aside
and forgotten. Evidently, those days
of neglect are now over.
The latest step on the road to
updating women's athletics was
keyed when Title IX, the 1972
federal sports legislation, was put
into effect this fall at GU. The law,
which dictates that women must
have equal opportunity to participate
on the same level as men, has forced
the Hilltop to upgrade its women's
athletic programs,
Sixteen scholarships have been
distributed for the 1977-78 year
among women's basketball, v9lley·
ball, track and tennis. Many of the
awards are not full scholarships, a
factor which enables the respective
coaches to stretch their recruitment
possibilities even further.
Joe McClure's volleyball team has
had scholarships for three years now.
The five scholarships alloted to his
squad this fall have been split up
among six players. Sophomore Mary
Jean Ryan, last season's most effec·
(Continued on page 9)

BASEBALL: Wednesday. September 7th, Howard (home)

recreation center. In addition to the
policy committee, financing, program and equipment committees
were created.
The realignment of the subcommittees came about said Schulze,
"when we found the finance committee couldn't determine a budget
without knowing what type of
programs there would be. The
program committee could not
develop any programs without a
policy to guide it." The policy group
produced its first draft of guidelines
last year at the same time the
Rec-Plex referendum was held.
Schulze stated that the policy
draft is a general, three-page report
which states most of the things the
students were told about the new
center at the referendum vote, It
emphasizes that the center will be for
student recreational use, and that no
intercollegiate events other than
swimming will be held at the gym.
The policy draft also includes the
mandatory $60 student fee and
states that the rec-plex will have to
cover its own operating costs.
Schulze emphasized the recreational nature of the center,
stressing that "nothing can preclude
student's use" of the gym. Even
when the swim team is holding
practice, he explained, it will have to
keep some parts of the pool open for
use by other students.
(Continued on page 9)

The refusal came early this week
in a confidential letter to Subcommittee Convener and Assistant
Dean of the College of Arts lind
Sciences Rosalind Cowie.
Citing the Buckley Act of 1974
as protection of the confidentiality
of faculty contracts, Altobello sent
the subcommittee summaries of the
pacts in lieu of the agreements themselves.
Altobello refuset] comment on'
the matter.
Main' Campus Finance Committee observers expressed the feeling that the work of the Subcommittee on Athletics, which has
been meeting since May of this year,
will be severely hindered by the un·
availability of the actual Lang and
Thompson contracts for'study.
'
The subcommittee requested the
contracts, which contain stipulations
that funding for basketball and track
not be reduced for their duration, to
study legal op ions open to the
University regarding possible cuts in
those sports.
The subcommittee has been
examining current budgeting of the
Athletic bDepartment, an issue complicated y the additional women's
scholarships awarded this year to
bring women's athletic programs into
compliance with Title IX federal

spor~e::~::a~::~ommittee

convener
Cowie nor member William Gioielli

~:a~~~dA::~~t~~~e!~~tment could be

However, both student member
Kenneth Knisely and Dr. Reuscher of
the Philosophy Department refused
to discuss the issue. "I'm not trying
to ve evasive," explained Reuscher.
"We're on to some very delicate matters."

The Hilltop eleven commenced practice this week in preparation for the Sept. 24th season ope~er vs. CAtholic U.

Football Practice Opens;
Lack Of Depth Feared
by Joel Szabat
Although "it's still too early" to
make predictions, Head Football
Coach Scotty Glacken claims there is
reason for "cautious optimism" in
assessing his squad's chances of
betteril).g last fall's disappointing 1-7
slate.
'
Glacken maintains that talent is
not lacking on this year's team,
which opened practice Tuesday (and
kicks off the regular season Sept. 24
vs. Catholic U.). He is also quick to
point out that last year's eleven
consisted mainly of freshmen and
sophomores who will presumably be
wiser and more seasoned with
another season of experience under
their belts.

The Hoyas will be led this fall by
co·captains Jim Boland and Don
Bridges, "Just one hundred percent
all-out players," according to
Glacken.
The backfield that ran' GU's
"Wishbone" offense last year will be
returning en masse, keyed by Junior
quarterback Bob Sitz. Fullback Dave
Elliot and halfbacks Andy Murray
and Steve Scheurle round out the
ballcarriers.
The defensive backfield, however,
will be looking to compensate for the
absence of last year's co-captain Joe
Wesner, lost through graduation.
Nevertheless, Glacken stresses that
his defen~ive backfield corps, not the
strongest spot in the Hoyas' defense

Byrne Joins Track Squad
by Jo Smith
Kevin Byrne, the most publicized
of Georgetown's freshman additions
to the Track Squad, has the most
blazing head of red hair in the East,
perhaps the most original statement
currently in print about the former
Best High·School Miler in the
country.
He's been spotlighted in Sports
Illustrated, Track and Field News
and The Harrier. SI even got into the
bedroom with him (rated PG, of
course, merely commenting on
medals, trophies, pictures and clippings that adorn his room). For
someone who's been touted for this
and predicted about for that, one
COUldn't find a seemingly more
amiable or engaging person than the
freshman from New Jersey.
Earlier this week, Byrne discussed
his new status as an incoming
student/athlete who suddenly finds
himself out of the high school class
and into "running with the pack" of,

other new students and seasoned
veterans of the GU track team.
Asked how he felt about his new
surroundings, and their accompanying competitive elements, he said,
"You don't know what a relief it is.
This year I have eight or nine guys to
run with, like Steve and Tommy,
instead of having to train and run by
myself."
"Steve" is Steve Ferri, a freshman
from' Arlington, Virginia, who was
second only to Byrne in the mile
event in high school. Byrne and Ferri
are rooming together on campus this
year. "Tommy" is Tommy Grimes
of New York, a two mile,specialist.

Close-up
As with any competitive sport,
there are pressures not only to win,
but to do it with flying colors, or,
"by a mile" in this case. Additional
pressures on Byrne focus around the

elusive sub·four minute mile, which
has come to symbolize the mark of a
world class miler.
Byrne isn't pushing it, and in his
own words " . . . if it comes, it
comes. Next year, two years from
now, it's alright with me. I try not to
think about it." Right now he claims
he is more concerned with the overall
track picture. "Here it's team
oriented. Thall's why I came here. At
another place you've got ten in·
dividuals."
,
Being not only athletically but
academically oriented, Byrne offered
this about deciding among al\ 'of the
schools interested in him (of which
there were more than 100):
"I looked at four schools. William
and Mary (good academics, but no
coach at the time), Duke University
(good academics but no good track
years),
Villanova' (excellent pro·
gram but lacking in academics) and
Georgetown. There was no contest.
It was easy."

Whistling Dixie/Doug Schoppett

Rec-Plex Needs Guarantees

by Doug Schoppert
There is no doubt about it, the new Rec-plex is the most
important addition to education at Georgetown since the
construction of Lauinger library at the beginning of the decade.
And just as important, the rec-plex could signal a shift in the
priorities of the Athletic Department, away from scholarship
intercollegiate sports, which benefit only a select few, to
non-scholarship intercollegiate intramural and instructional
activities, which benefit the average Joe.
Consider that, for ~xarriple, the budget in fiscal year 1977 for
basketball recruiting ($21,966) is larger than that for the sports
of Women's Basketball, Volleyball, Field Hockey, Tennis,
Swimming, Soccer, Sailing and Lacrosse put together (all
non-scholarship sports except Women's Basketball and Volley, baU).
Perhaps the contruction of the Rec-plex then will shift the
emphasis within the Athletic Department back to intramurals
and instructional sports, which have been without a doubt'
neglected in past Athletic Department budgetting ($36,717 for
intramurals and $16,595 for instructional in 1977. This compares
to a basketball budget od $145,000 exclusive of recruiting.)'
Back when students were being asked to vote to shell out
$60 per year for the rec-plex, the air was rife with promises that
the new gym would be for the almost exclusive use of the
average student and that varsity practices would not befoul the
new complex, except, understandably, in the swimming pool
(the team has nowhere else to practice.)
Now, however, we learn that there are facilities in our new
Yates-plex for "intramural" long jump, high jump, and pole
vault. In addition, top administrators in the athletic area are
dropping hints that varsity scholarship athletes are students too
and there really won't be any way of stopping them from using
the facility, even for things that pretty closely resemble
practices.
Add to this the problems created for average student access

by selling time to outsiders in order to help fund the
year-to· year operating expenses of the rec-plex ( estimated at
$300,00 for the first year). If students are not to find their use
of the plex to be severely limited, there is need now to establish
as iron-clad as possible gui&lines for the use of the facility. '
The Athletic Department
has left this task
to a
sub-committee of the Facilities Committee of the Athletic
Advisory Board headed by Intramurals Director Greg Schultze.

Now, in the past, the AAB has not been anything but a
spokes committee for the requests of the Athletic Department.
Their initial "Provisional Operational Guidelines" seemed to be
more designed to convince the U.S. Senate that the gym was
really an intercultural complex than to offer any guarantees to
students that it will be run with the interests of the average
student uppermost.
There are also problems with the compOSItIOn of the
committee. Student Government leaders seem unsure as to who
is authorized to pick the student members (who constitute a
majority).
If this committee does not get down to the business or
preparing guidelines soon, then students may have to look to
some other source for help in securing their rights to the
rec-plex.
'
The rec-plex can make instructional athletics a reality at
Georgetown. It can convert an underfunded intramurals
program into a satisfactoiy, even exemplary program. And it
can give you and me the chance to blow off steam on the
basketball court after a day of academic frustrations. But it
can't do these things if it's occupied day and night by varsity
athletes who have other, admittedly less glamorolls, places to
practice.
But given the naturyof the AD's priorities this \Von't be done
without some guarantees about use and the AAB may just not
be the place to go of those.

last fall, looks better than in'recent
years.
Anchoring the line backing crew
again this fall will be junior Paul
Zimmerman.
And then there is the kicking
game of Ed Delgado. Glacken has
nothing but praise for the fine
footwork of the senior, who is
working on his punting in hopes of
taking over those chores, handled last
year by defensive back Tim Clark.
"He's' definitely a pro prospect,"
insists Glacken, himself a former
quarterback for the Denver Broncos.
"Eddie adds another dimension to
our offense."
But graduation has' seriously
depleted both the offensive and
defensive lines, and questions remain
concerning replacements for
graduated standouts Tim Stepnes and
Dru Drake on the offense, and Chris
Spiller and Paul Nolan on the
defensive front.
Also absent will be senior Paul
Veith and junior Howard Hunter,
out with injuries,
The anticipated lack of depth
worries Glacken, for with one or two
injuries to key personnel, the Hoyas
could be crippled for the season.
Another nagging concern of the
eighth·year GU coach is that last
season's poor record could start a
spiral wherein good prospects will
avoid going out for the squad,
making it morc difficult to reverse
last year's losing record.
But even if the team jells. and new
linemen emerge, Glacken notes that
his all·walk·on squad will still be at a
disadvantage against many of
Georgetown's opponents, most of
whom have some form of active
scholarship recruiting programs to
attract football talent.

B-Ball's Nolan
Gives Cloudy

77-78 Forecast
by Mark Minervini
"We will not be as good as last
year" is the grim assessment of
Hilltop baseball coach Tom Nolan of
his squad, which opened practice this
week in preparation for a 20·game
fall schedule.
Nolan explained that his main
concern this season will be in the
pitching department. depleted by the
loss of Pete. Garrity, Tim Sansbury,
and Dan ChIlson through graduation
last spring.
"We are going to be hurting for
pitching," he told the HOYA
adding, "You don't lose th!"~~
starting pitchers" and expect to
improve.
And the loss of 76·77 team
captain Frank D'Ambrosio whom
Nolan described a5 "our top player."
doesn't brighten the picturp.
In addition, junior Rick Scafa will
not be competing this fall, "to
devote, more time to his studies,"
accordll1g to Nolan.
However, t1"e anticipated return of
junior righthander Blane Cordes to
the hill after a one·year absence
keeps Nolan from total despair.
"Blane really knows the game, "
he said adding "He came up under
some pretty good coaching."
Here is a prospective rundown of
the team the Hoyas will field:
The first base duties will be split
between Larry Deihle ('79), a right
handed hiLter, and lefty Johnny
Zeitler ('78). Nolan is expecting both
to improve over last year's
performance and will platoon them
accordtng ,to the opposing pitcher.
(Continued on page 9)

